(b) (6)
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

(b) (6)
Friday, December 09, 2016 10:48 AM

(b) (6)
(b) (6)
RE: PTO - RFI #014-031: Landing Team Question List (Multiple Subjects)
RFI 031 Prep work 2017 initiatives INTERIM FINAL 120916.docx; IP 31 General Record
of Disclosure Form DRAFT 120916.pdf

(b) (6)

Attached please find CBP’s interim response to RFI 31. This response has been cleared by
Deputy Commissioner Kevin McAleenan) as well as the CBP Office of the Chief Counsel.

(b) (6)

(COS to CBP

Thanks!

(b) (6)
From: (b) (6)
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2016 2:32 PM
To:
(b) (6)

(b) (6)
Subject: PTO ‐ RFI #014‐031: Landing Team Question List (Multiple Subjects)
Importance: High
CBP Team,
As discussed, here is the formal tasking for the list provided at the brief.
The DHS Presidential Transition Office (PTO) has received the following request for information (RFI) from the President‐
elect’s Landing Team. Please provide a coordinated answer, internally cleared at the Chief of Staff level or above within
24 hours of receipt unless additional time is negotiated with the PTO. Operational Components, please also ensure
answers are cleared by your General Counsel. HQ Directorate and Office answers will be cleared by OGC. When you
submit your answer to the PTO, please include the attached General Record of Disclosure form for PTO approval. Please
use this email chain only for questions and responses related to this RFI. If you need to forward internal emails related
to this request, please do so as attachments to this email chain, so as to keep the subject consistent for tracking
purposes. Please let us know if any other office should be the lead on this request or if you have any questions.
#014:
#015:

(b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)

?

#016: What is the total number of apprehensions ytd – families, UACs, and adults and how does that compare to last 10
years?
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#017: Provide a comprehensive picture of the border as it stands today (areas where fencing exists, types of fencing –
primary, secondary, tertiary, vehicle, etc), other technologies including IFTs, maps.
#018: What is the status of Operation Stonegarden? Current funding level? Is it working?
#019: List all resources available that could be used for wall/barrier construction including details about specific
accounts, account balances, etc.
#020: Provide a detailed list of all USBP “detention” (facilities with holding capability) facilities – permanent or
temporary – with holding capacity, and resources available to expand capabilities.
#021: Provide a list of all apprehensions since FY2009 by fiscal year, with accompanying dispositions (country, year,
percentage report on dispositions)
#022: Provide detailed data about RGV and other sectors on the southern border experiencing a high volume of
crossings.
#023: Provide a description of biometric exit implementation efforts.
#024:

(b) (7)(E)

#025:

(b) (7)(E)

#026: Provide a list of CBP personnel currently assigned overseas including position, title, program alignment, and time
the incumbent has been in the position.
#027: Provide a list of CBP HQ personnel detailed to other posts within the United States. Provide their original CBP job
title, detailed position and title, and time the incumbent has been in the position.
(b) (7)(E)

#028:

(b) (7)(E)
#029: Provide a list of all CBP activities related to implementation of the October 2011 “Strategic Implementation Plan
for Empowering Local Partners to Prevent Violent Extremism in the United States.”
#30: What analytic tools are available to support new investment planning; lessons learned and experiences from
previous investment initiatives (such as SBI); and what tools or processes will CBP use to plan for a new border security
initiative in 2017?
#31: Provide all preparatory work that DHS and CBP have produced or conducted (e.g., operational plans, surveys,
investment analyses, requirements documents) that would support the new Administration in developing 2017
intiatives.
Due date: Please provide your estimated soonest delivery date for all questions.
Note: Two questions related to large document development have been omitted from this tasker. A secondary tasker
will be issued when the PTO receives feedback from the Landing Team.
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V/R,

(b) (6)
(b) (6)
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security
202‐ (b) (6)
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(b) (6)
From:
Sent:
To:

(b) (6)
Monday, December 19, 2016 11:21 AM

(b) (6)

Cc:

(b) (6)

Subject:
Attachments:

(b) (6)

FW: PTO - RFI #014-031: Landing Team Question List (Multiple Subjects)
RFI 017 Comp Pic of Border 121516.docx; RFI 029 General Record of Disclosure Form
121916.pdf

and Team –

Attached is CBP’s response to RFI 17. It was cleared by the CBP Deputy Commissioner and the CBP Office of Chief
Counsel.
Thanks!

(b) (6)
From: (b) (6)
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2016 2:32 PM
To:
(b) (6)
Cc:
(b) (6)

Subject: PTO ‐ RFI #014‐031: Landing Team Question List (Multiple Subjects)
Importance: High
CBP Team,
As discussed, here is the formal tasking for the list provided at the brief.
The DHS Presidential Transition Office (PTO) has received the following request for information (RFI) from the President‐
elect’s Landing Team. Please provide a coordinated answer, internally cleared at the Chief of Staff level or above within
24 hours of receipt unless additional time is negotiated with the PTO. Operational Components, please also ensure
answers are cleared by your General Counsel. HQ Directorate and Office answers will be cleared by OGC. When you
submit your answer to the PTO, please include the attached General Record of Disclosure form for PTO approval. Please
use this email chain only for questions and responses related to this RFI. If you need to forward internal emails related
to this request, please do so as attachments to this email chain, so as to keep the subject consistent for tracking
purposes. Please let us know if any other office should be the lead on this request or if you have any questions.
#014:
#015:

(b) (7)(E)
(b) (7)(E)
1

?
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#016: What is the total number of apprehensions ytd – families, UACs, and adults and how does that compare to last 10
years?
#017: Provide a comprehensive picture of the border as it stands today (areas where fencing exists, types of fencing –
primary, secondary, tertiary, vehicle, etc), other technologies including IFTs, maps.
#018: What is the status of Operation Stonegarden? Current funding level? Is it working?
#019: List all resources available that could be used for wall/barrier construction including details about specific
accounts, account balances, etc.
#020: Provide a detailed list of all USBP “detention” (facilities with holding capability) facilities – permanent or
temporary – with holding capacity, and resources available to expand capabilities.
#021: Provide a list of all apprehensions since FY2009 by fiscal year, with accompanying dispositions (country, year,
percentage report on dispositions)
#022: Provide detailed data about RGV and other sectors on the southern border experiencing a high volume of
crossings.
#023: Provide a description of biometric exit implementation efforts.
#024:

(b) (7)(E)

#025: Provide all information regarding allocation of resources and expenditures in connection with

(b) (7)(E)

.
#026: Provide a list of CBP personnel currently assigned overseas including position, title, program alignment, and time
the incumbent has been in the position.
#027: Provide a list of CBP HQ personnel detailed to other posts within the United States. Provide their original CBP job
title, detailed position and title, and time the incumbent has been in the position.
#028

(b) (7)(E)

(b) (7)(E)
#029: Provide a list of all CBP activities related to implementation of the October 2011 “Strategic Implementation Plan
for Empowering Local Partners to Prevent Violent Extremism in the United States.”
#30: What analytic tools are available to support new investment planning; lessons learned and experiences from
previous investment initiatives (such as SBI); and what tools or processes will CBP use to plan for a new border security
initiative in 2017?
#31: Provide all preparatory work that DHS and CBP have produced or conducted (e.g., operational plans, surveys,
investment analyses, requirements documents) that would support the new Administration in developing 2017
intiatives.
Due date: Please provide your estimated soonest delivery date for all questions.
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Note: Two questions related to large document development have been omitted from this tasker. A secondary tasker
will be issued when the PTO receives feedback from the Landing Team.

V/R,

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security
202‐ (b) (6)
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